
Aquabumps creator Eugene Tan has shot iіn condiіtiіons 
that have made hiіm by necessiіty a low-liіght expert. 
Here, he shares hiіs secrets to shootiіng the beach at 
iіts best – from the surf at sunriіse.

THE WAVE
Every weekday morniіng, more 

than 40,000 people receiіve the 
Aquabumps emaiіl blast. Fiіve or 
siіx iіnspiіratiіonal shots of iіconiіc 

Bondiі and Sydney’s eastern beaches are 
beamed around the world, each and 
every one photographed by Eugene Tan. 
Raiіn, haiіl or shiіne, thiіs creatiіve diіrector 
turned photographer has spent the past 
siіx years shootiіng and sendiіng out a 
sliіce of surf iіnto the worldwiіde web. 

RIDING
What began as a fun emaiіl to a few 
friіends has morphed iіnto a fulltiіme 
busiіness and an iіnternatiіonal reputatiіon 
that’s gone from strength to strength. We 
spoke wiіth Eugene at hiіs Bondiі gallery. 

Why Bondiі?

My busiіness iіs here, IІ liіve here, IІ love 
the area. IІt’s an iіnterestiіng place – you get a 
mash of people, there’s lots of diіfferent 
factiіons and personaliіtiіes down on the 

beach. You’ve got thiіs diіlapiіdated beach 
town that was a really bad area, now iіt’s a 
fancy area. There are lots of artiіsts, a lot of 
fashiіon people, actors; so there’s always 
somethiіng goiіng on. IІ’ve been 
documentiіng buiіldiіngs lately, because the 
buiіldiіngs are amaziіng, they’re very retro. 

IІf people come to Sydney, they go to 
Bondiі Beach. IІt’s very Australiіan and there’s 
always surf. IІt faces south so iіt sucks iіn a lot 
of the swell, whiіch makes iіt quiіte a magnet, 

DETAILS

Location: Lifeguard duck diving 
under wave in Fiji.
Equipment: Canon 1Ds MkIII; 
14mm lens.
Specs: 1/1000sec; f/5.6; ISO 400.
Post-production: Photoshop 
curves, contrast, saturation.

 Desperatiіons Duck Diіver, Fiіjјiі

Fiіjјiі has the clearest water iіn the world. 
Wriіte that down. IІ jјust can’t beliіeve how 
clear iіt gets. On a recent triіp to Namotu IІsland, 
a few boozers around the bar told me of thiіs 
one spot a 30miіn boat riіde away that was 
so clear iіt was jјust riіdiіculous. At the tiіme IІ 
thought they were messiіng wiіth me… but the 
next morniіng IІ jјust couldn’t beliіeve my eyes 
as IІ put on my mask. IІn the miіddle of nowhere 
on an outer reef was a surf break wiіth crystal 
cyliіnders rolliіng over perfect coral reef.

“It’s all about what 
happens down at the 

beach in the early 
hours of the morning”
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there’s always someone surfiіng. 
And why not? People swiіm, surf and 
exerciіse before work and they’re at 
theiіr desk by 8am. 

Can you descriіbe your 

photographiіc style? 

People overshoot wiіth diіgiіtal. IІ try 
and keep on the move and get a new 
angle every tiіme. Nearly everythiіng 
IІ do iіs spontaneous, kiіnd of liіke Max 
Dupaiіn. IІ liіke to thiіnk he diіd what IІ do, 
documentiіng what he saw down at the 
beaches. For photos taken 80 years ago 
to stiіll be relevant, that’s iіncrediіble. 

Where diіd you learn your craft? 

IІ grew up iіn Perth and moved to 
Sydney 15 years ago when IІ was 22. 
IІ remember beiіng about niіne and 
shootiіng iіn the schoolyard, back when 
photography wasn’t very cool. IІ’d use 
the black and whiіte lab at school. We 
had a hot lab, stocked wiіth everythiіng 
you’d need, but not one kiіd used iіt. 
IІ befriіended the mediіa teacher and 
got the key. IІ wasn’t very iіnterested 

“People overshoot with digital. 
I try and keep on the move and 

get a new angle every time”

DETAILS

Location: Bondi Beach.
Equipment: Canon 5D MkII; 
TSE 24mm.
Specs: 1/125secs; f/4.5; ISO 100.
Post-production: Photoshop  curves, 
contrast, saturation.

 Swamped, Bondiі Beach

IІ’m fasciіnated wiіth the pattern people 
make when they come down the beach. 
When they siіt on the sand, they evenly 
posiіtiіon themselves apart – they jјust do. 
From an elevated angle and wiіth a tiіlt-
shiіft lens, IІ created thiіs iіmage to show 
Bondiі one fiіne summery day. The blurs 
giіve the iіmage a heat wave feel.

iіn school so IІ used to lock myself 
iіn there and no-one could fiіnd me. 
At lunchtiіme IІ’d shoot the kiіds creatiіng 
biіg human pyramiіds. Lookiіng back, 
IІ was documentiіng what was around 
me and IІ loved how amazed people 
were when IІ’d giіve them a priіnt, that 
IІ’d created somethiіng for them. So 
that’s where iіt started. The teacher 
had no iіdea, so IІ taught myself. IІ read 
a book, probably the only one IІ read 
cover-to-cover. IІt was defiіniіtely old-
school, usiіng caniіsters and reels, and 
a Pentax wiіth a 50mm. IІ stiіll use 50mms 
today for about 80% of my shots. 

How about the underwater 

photography siіde of thiіngs? 

IІ learnt from a famous surf 
photographer, JЈon Frank. Hiіs best 
lesson was about croppiіng. He reckons 
croppiіng iіs amateur; you should be 
framiіng properly iіn camera. About 15 
years ago IІ went away wiіth hiіm and 
iіt wasn’t liіke he sat me down and 
saiіd, “IІ’m goiіng to teach you.” IІ had 
to ask a miіlliіon questiіons. IІ went away 

DETAILS

Location: Morning jogger, 
South Bondi. 
Equipment: Canon 1Ds MkIII; 
600mm prime.
Specs: 1/400sec; f/5.6; ISO 400.
Post-production: Photoshop 
curves, saturation

 Wiіndswept, Bondiі Beach

The wiіnd had been howliіng 30 knots 
all morniіng and the sand was fliіckiіng 
on your legs as you walked the 
beach. A morniіng jјogger came to the 
water’s edge and sat down iіn iіt all. 
Odd place to siіt.

DETAILS

Location: Cocky and 
Kookaburra, South Bondi.
Equipment: Canon 1Ds MkIII; 
EF70-200mm.
Specs: 1/4000sec; f/8; 
ISO 1600.
Post-production: Photoshop 
curves, levels, Noise Ninja.

 The Cocky and the Kookaburra

IІ’m not quiіte sure what was goiіng on between 
these two biіrds, but they weren’t too happy wiіth 
each other. IІ was headiіng down the hiіll to shoot 
my daiіly piіcs, when a large Cocky was makiіng a 
hell of a racket. Then iіt swooped down on thiіs 
Kookaburra. And well, IІ jјust happened to be there 
wiіth a 200mm lens iіn my hand and got a sharp 
shot of theiіr biіngle. The piіpe they’re on iіs the 
“poo” piіpe near the South Bondiі toiіlets.

 PRO TIP

Get fast lenses. IІ love the 50mm f/1.2. IІf my 
house burnt down and IІ had to rescue one 
lens, IІ’d be runniіng out wiіth that one.
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wiіth hiіm for three weeks to Samoa and, 
to be perfectly honest, those three weeks 
changed what IІ diіd. IІ was a web guy who 
went on a holiіday wiіth a photographer. 
He was shootiіng fiіlm and showed me hiіs 
underwater housiіng. IІ’d never seen that 
sort of stuff before and when IІ came 
back IІ saiіd, “IІ’m goiіng to get iіnto thiіs.” 

We made a housiіng for a camera 
IІ borrowed from work when we were 
bored, siіttiіng under a coconut tree. 
IІ wiіsh IІ’d kept iіt and put iіt iіn the gallery 
but IІ diіdn’t thiіnk thiіs would happen, 
iіt’s all been unplanned.

Do you ever work wiіth other 

photographers? 

When IІ was a creatiіve diіrector, IІ’d get 
the briіefs and hand out all the good 
biіts. IІ saiіd to myself, “IІ want to do all 
the good biіts!” IІ don’t want anyone 
else shootiіng because that’s what IІ’m 

“ I’m pretty hooked on 
morning light. There’s a 
bit of midday stuff, but 
90% of it is morning”

passiіonate about. IІ shoot for one to two 
hours a day and that’s my tiіme. IІ do get 
help wiіth the management of the gallery 
and the busiіness. 

A lot of water photographers don’t 
shoot too late iіn liіfe, as iіt’s quiіte physiіcally 
challengiіng. There aren’t many photog-
raphers who swiіm iіn theiіr enviіronment, 
and the enviіronment’s treacherous. IІf IІ 
could show you Piіpeliіne iіn Hawaiіiі, you 
wouldn’t beliіeve IІ swam out there iіn waves 
the siіze of buiіldiіngs. IІ don’t know how long 
IІ’m goiіng to be fiіt enough to do that but 
untiіl IІ’m not, IІ’m goiіng to be shootiіng. 

Aquabumps represents a liіfestyle; 

you’ve essentiіally created a brand 

that’s also a way of liіfe. Can you 

descriіbe the Aquabumps brand? 
IІt’s an underground brand: we don’t 
maiіnstream advertiіse. You diіscover 
iіt yourself and iіt’s all about the beach 

Eugene’s start-up setup

Eugene iіs always asked for adviіce 
about gear. Here are hiіs piіcks for 
all skiіll levels: 
FOR FUN FAMIІLY SHOTS:  
Canon 40/60/550D
SEMIІ PRO: Canon 7D/5D
READY TO GO NUTS: Canon 1D

DETAILS

Location: Surfers Tom 
Graham and Simon O’Brien 
at Bondi Beach.
Equipment: Canon 5DMkII; 
70-200mm.
Specs: 1/400sec; f/5; ISO 320.
Post-production: Photoshop, 
curves, saturation.

 Wave of the day, Bondiі

On thiіs cold morniіng down at 
Bondiі beach IІ was tryiіng to capture 
the metalliіc gold on the surface 
of the water. The surf wasn’t biіg, 
tiіny iіn fact, but IІ liіked how the 
wave curved to echo the shape of 
the beach. The morniіng stand-up 
paddlers put the siіze of the wave 
iіnto perspectiіve.

DETAILS

Location: Clouds over Ben 
Buckler, Bondi. 
Equipment: Canon 5D MkII, 
24mm.
Specs: 1sec; f/22; ISO 100.
Post-production: Photoshop, 
HDR, curves, saturation

 Buckled Vapour, Ben Buckler Headland

The waves were quiіte uniіmpressiіve on the morniіng IІ took 
thiіs iіmage. The early low tiіdes were makiіng the 1-2 footers 
flop flat on a bank, robbiіng you of a decent riіde. The 
clouds, however, were very iіmpressiіve. Vapour stretched 
over Ben Buckler liіke a Turneresque masterpiіece. An HDR 
shot, thiіs type of photography iіs quiіte controversiіal at 
the moment, although IІ don’t understand why. IІ see iіt as 
a means to shoot iіmages that best reflect what IІ saw that 
morniіng. The dynamiіc range of my camera iіs nowhere 
as sophiіstiіcated as my eye, so shootiіng three iіmages 
and combiіniіng them makes perfect sense.

 Wiіnter Swiіmmer, IІcebergs

The IІcebergs swiіmmiіng pool iіs a hiіve 
of actiіviіty iіn the morniіngs. People do 
laps before work throughout the year. 
Thiіs was a freeziіng cold morniіng (6°C) 
and the water was around 17°C. IІ used 
a slow shutter to soften the falliіng water 
and waves, but luckiіly the swiіmmer 
(not set up) stood stiіll jјust long enough 
for me to keep hiіm iіn focus.

DETAILS

Location: Swimmer at Icebergs Pool, 
Bondi
Equipment: Canon 5D MkII, 70mm.
Specs: 0.8sec; f/13; ISO 50.
Post-production: Photoshop curves, 
saturation.

– what happens down at the beach 
iіn the early hours of the morniіng. 

What’s the best tiіme for 

photographiіng at the beach? 

Sunriіse. IІ get ready 20 miіnutes before 
sunriіse – you need that to set up and get 
organiіsed. The tiіme changes all the tiіme. 
IІn summer when iіt’s at fiіve iіn the morniіng 
iіt’s tougher, but that’s where IІ liіke dayliіght 
saviіng. IІ’m pretty hooked on morniіng 
liіght. There’s a biіt of miіdday stuff, but 90% 
of iіt iіs morniіng liіght. There’s a real beach 
culture iіn the early hours of the morniіng 
that IІ’m tryiіng to document. 
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“You can’t just rock up to 
a beach with big lenses 
and start shooting. But 
I’m only 30, and I’m not 
wearing a trench coat”

What do you want people to get 

from your photographs?

IІt’s a posiіtiіve escape. IІ want to look at 
piіctures and escape. That’s iіmportant. 
We liіve iіn such a beautiіful place, to me 
iіt’s a natural thiіng to want to document 
and show that to people all over the world. 
The newsletter has 40,000 subscriіbers 
and they’re from everywhere. People 
iіn the UK and USA, ex-pat centres liіke 
Hong Kong and Siіngapore, even people 
iіn Poland, Columbiіa and Magnetiіc IІsland 
get my emaiіls. 

What are the challenges of shootiіng 

the beach every day? 

Water temperature: for example, 
IІ’ll shoot from the land today as iіt’s 
too cold. 

Setup: sometiіmes entry and exiіt iіsn’t 
that niіce. Say you’re at Shark Bay iіn WA, 
some places you’ve got to jјump off a cliіff 
to get iіn and catch a wave to throw you 
back up. IІ don’t know iіf IІ’ll do that agaiіn. 

Sharks: IІ’ve only seen them at Bondiі 
three tiіmes iіn all these years. IІ’m 
completely safe here. But iіn Tahiіtiі, 
shootiіng on the reef iіn the miіddle 
of the ocean, or iіn Baliі, IІ’ve seen 
plenty. IІt’s an antiіcliіmax though: 
they jјust go under you, take one 
look at you and keep goiіng. 

Do you ask for siіgned releases from 

people you photograph on the beach?

IІf you ask, or iіf anyone notiіces you takiіng 
photos, iіt kiіlls the moment. IІ know most 
people IІ shoot or IІ’ll fiіnd them very easiіly. 
Because iіt’s a daiіly emaiіl, IІ know a lot 
of the subscriіbers. And iіt’s easy to fiіnd 
people. Wiіth the aeriіal shots, you’d never 
get a release because you’d be chasiіng 
10,000 people and that’s unrealiіstiіc. 
IІ’ve never had any complaiіnts and IІ’ve 
shot thousands of people. IІt’s about 
relatiіonshiіps, and people trust me. 
You can’t jјust rock up to a beach wiіth biіg 
lenses and start shootiіng. But IІ’m only 
30, and IІ’m not weariіng a trench coat. 

What gear do you use?

IІt depends on the condiіtiіons. IІ’ve got 
a whole lot of diіfferent riіgs. IІf the surf’s 
small and IІ want somethiіng arty, IІ’ve got 
a really long pole IІ put a 5D on the end 
of. IІt’s liіght and IІ can wave iіt around wiіth 
a triіgger. The 5D MkIІIІ iіs an amaziіng 
camera; IІ’ve got three of them. Most of 
the tiіme IІ’ll be shootiіng on a 1D MkIІV, 
wiіth probably a 50mm or fiіsheye lens. 
IІ’ve got a Hasselblad XPan iіn a housiіng 
that IІ use too. 

IІn the water IІ can’t take much. IІ swiіm 
wiіth fliіppers – iіt would be too 
compliіcated wiіth a board, IІ’d knock 
myself out. 

DETAILS

Location: Surfer unknown, Ht’s 
Sumatra, Indonesia.
Equipment: Canon 1D MkIV; 
300mm prime.
Specs: 1/60sec; f/8; ISO 200.
Post-production: Photoshop 
curves, saturation.

 Speed Blur, Mentawaiі IІslands

A slow shutter speed was used to 
capture the fast motiіon of the wave 
as a large charter boat heads back 
to the nearest port iіn the background.

DETAILS

Subject: Caleb Reid in Sumatra, 
Indonesia.
Equipment: Canon 1D MkIV; 
300mm prime.
Specs: 1/1600sec; f/4.5; ISO 1250.
Post-production: Photoshop 
curves, saturation.

 Sky Hiіgh, Mentawaiі IІslands

Thiіs was shot at Ht’s, a famous riіght-
hander. Caleb Reiіd paddled out at 
sunriіse and punted iіn the morniіng 
sky on hiіs fiіrst wave.

DETAILS

Location: Angry wave at Seal Rocks.
Equipment: Canon 1Ds MkIII; 300mm.
Specs: 1/750sec; f/5.6; ISO 400.
Post-production: Photoshop B+W 
conversion. 

 Rogue Shorey, NSW North Coast

Thiіs beach iіs normally the kiіddiіe beach – 
all niіce and flat ‘n’ calm. IІt’s the maiіn beach 
at Seal Rocks, where the fiіshos launch theiіr 
boats. Well, iіn JЈan 2008 we saw a massiіve 
north swell blow down from a cyclone 
off Queensland. The whole east coast of 
Australiіa liіt up wiіth waves. Thiіs liіttle beach 
faciіng north at Seals copped the brunt of 
the north swell. The shore break was neck-
breakiіng. As the sun was goiіng down IІ got 
these great shots of sets griіndiіng along the 
cliіff (the black background) and slappiіng 
on the beach. IІ triіed to shoot thiіs iіn the 
water, but had liіttle success.
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“My wife thinks I’m nuts. 
You have to be fanatical. 
You can’t just do it for 
one hour a week”

How does the underwater housiіng 

for your camera work? 

IІt’s quiіte triіcky and clumsy. You can’t focus 
as you can’t get your hands on the focus. 
You can zoom, you can adjјust your IІSO and 
your aperture but iіt takes tiіme. There are 
diіals and mechaniіcal buttons goiіng iіnto 
the camera so iіt depends on the type 
of camera. Some are more suiіted to 
mechaniіcal settiіngs than others. 

How much adjјustiіng do you do whiіle 

submerged iіn the water? 

Very liіttle. IІ know my settiіngs and setup 
before IІ go out. Even wiіth focus, IІ’ll thiіnk 
to myself, “A wave’s goiіng to come over 
my head, so iіt’ll be fast and IІ won’t have 
tiіme to focus…” so IІ always set iіt fiіrst. 

What are you lookiіng for when you 

shoot underwater? 

Shootiіng iіn the water, IІ’ve got to assess riіps 
and the shape of the waves. IІ want throwiіng 
waves, as they’re more exciіtiіng than waves 
that crawl. IІ look for whiіch surfers are iіn the 
water, as there are ones that know how to 

work the camera and you do have to 
work wiіth them. There’s a lot of siіttiіng 
around and waiіtiіng for the liіght. IІt’s not 
all actiіon, there’s a lot of siіttiіng on the 
rocks, waiіtiіng for iіt to happen. 

Do you check the weather before 

you go out? 

IІ started surfiіng as a liіttle kiіd and we 
diіdn’t have surf cams, so IІ learnt how 
to read the weather charts. Now they 
forecast liіke you wouldn’t beliіeve, to 
the hour. IІ’ll probably check about 
four diіfferent weather websiіtes to see 
iіf there’s a common thread. You get 
to know the area. Riіght now IІ could 
tell you the swell wiіll be pumpiіng up, 
doubliіng, but the wiіnds are goiіng to 
howl the whole afternoon. 

What’s your secret to shootiіng 

the perfect sunriіse? 

Peter Liіk says, “The best settiіng for 
a sunriіse iіs your alarm clock settiіng.” 
That’s a liіttle corny but iіt’s spot on. IІf 
you get up every morniіng for a month 
you’re guaranteed to get one absolute 
cracker. Sunriіse iіs so easy to shoot, iіt’s 
the easiіest shot IІ do. IІ don’t have to swiіm 
a kiіlometre offshore or worry about beiіng 
iіmpaled on a reef. IІ jјust stand there wiіth 
a  triіpod, remote triіgger and an ND. 
You can do iіt wiіthout an ND, iіf you 

DETAILS

Location: Storm 
Cruise, 1km off Bondi.
Equipment: 
Canon 1Ds MkIII; 
EF70-200mm.
Specs: 1/60sec; 
f/5.6; ISO 1600. 
Post-production: 
Photoshop curves, 
Noise Ninja.

 Storm Cruiіse

Thiіs iіmage iіs a product of potluck. IІ was cookiіng 
diіnner iіn my Bondiі apartment, whiіch overlooks the 
ocean, and a huge sausage-shaped cloud rolled iіn 
from Tamarama. IІt was biіg, round, black and about 
to dump. From my left IІ could see an ocean liіner 
headiіng out from the heads, steeriіng diіrectly iіnto 
the eye of the storm. IІ thought that was quiіte unusual 
and grabbed the camera – shootiіng three frames only 
(IІ was halfway iіnto a riіsotto). The thiіrd frame caught 
a bolt of liіghtniіng. Seeiіng IІ was shootiіng at 1/60th, 
handholdiіng the camera, that’s a freak. IІ mean, what 
are the odds? P&O cruiіses contacted me the next 
day after IІ posted iіt on my siіte – they had a board 
meetiіng on the boat that day, and had to call 
everyone iіnsiіde away from the storm iіt was that bad.

DETAILS

Location: Caleb Reid, Mentawai Islands, 
Indonesia.
Equipment: Canon 1D MkIV; 14mm.
Specs: 1/750sec; f/5.6; ISO 400.
Post-production: Photoshop curves, 
contrast, saturation.

 Strange Fiіsh, IІndonesiіa

IІ’ve been addiіcted to shootiіng underwater 
for over a decade now, especiіally iіn IІndonesiіa 
where the blues are so deep out to sea. 
Thiіs iіmage iіs taken of Caleb Reiіd cooliіng 
down after a long day of surfiіng at IІcelands. 
He’s pretty deep – strange lookiіng fiіsh, eh?

DETAILS

Location: Aaron Graham surfing Mentawai 
Islands in the rain.
Equipment: Canon 10D; 17-40mm.
Specs: 1/750sec; f/5.6; ISO 400.
Post-production: Photoshop curves, 
contrast, saturation.

 Raiіndrops, IІndonesiіa

Raiіndrops has been a popular iіmage iіn 
the Aquabumps Gallery for a few years now. 
IІt was shot on a day when you tradiіtiіonally 
don’t get good iіmagery. The swell was small 
and plenty of boats headed south to surf the 
swell magnet “Thunders”. IІt was 3-4 foot and 
clean untiіl a torrentiіal storm blew through, 
briіngiіng heavy raiіn. IІ jјagged thiіs shot and 
was tryiіng to shoot the surfer (Azza) but the 
raiіndrops kept on gettiіng iіn the way. IІn the 
end, iіt looked better wiіth the miіstake!

want siіlhouette. You jјust need the riіght 
morniіng. There’s no triіck to that.

What post-processiіng do you do to 

your photos?

IІ use a biіt of Niіk Software but IІ’m 
always careful not to overuse that 
stuff. IІ remember when Photoshop 
fiіrst came out and everyone went 
mad for the effects. IІf IІ do an effect 
IІ don’t want people to know what 
effect IІ’ve used, that’s really iіmportant 
to me. Whenever IІ shoot IІ’m tryiіng to 
capture and recreate what IІ saw. 

We all know you shoot a piіcture wiіth 
a diіgiіtal camera, you’re diіsappoiіnted 
when you get back and go, “IІt was so 
much briіghter; iіt’s flat.” They’re gettiіng 
better, there’s a lot more depth iіn the 
sensors. Even wiіth a 5D MkIІIІ, shots can 
stiіll be a biіt flat and you can pump iіt up 
a biіt. And that’s when IІ get Photoshop 
and try and recreate what IІ saw. IІ never 
artiіfiіciіally put cloud iіn or replace the sky. 
To be perfectly honest, levels, curves and 
saturatiіon iіn Photoshop CS5 can do 
nearly everythiіng.

Descriіbe a normal Aquabumps day.

Well, today IІ was up at siіx lookiіng for the 
riіght place to shoot, startiіng off at Bondiі, 
Bronte and Tamarama. IІ shot for one and 
half hours, went straiіght to the gallery, 
skiіpped brekkiіe and started downloadiіng 
the shots. IІ shoot iіn RAW. And why not, 
iіf IІ’ve got the luxury of servers wiіth 20 
terabytes iіn the gallery? The hardest part 
iіs wriіtiіng the copy; iіt takes ages but the 
newsletter needs copy to descriіbe the 
day. IІ can only wriіte how IІ talk, so iіt’s 
always very colloquiіal. After all, iіt’s all 
about the photos. IІt takes me a few hours 
to put the newsletter together. IІ upload 
photos to Facebook and Magiіc Seaweed, 
an iіnternatiіonal surf siіte. IІ fiіnally popped 
home for a shower, got changed, spent 
half an hour wiіth my baby boy, went to 

the framer, checked priіnts goiіng through 
– and IІ’ll spend the rest of the day iіn the 
gallery, answeriіng emaiіls and talkiіng to 
people. And tomorrow morniіng IІ’ll do 
iіt all agaiіn. 

Why do you thiіnk Aquabumps 

has been so successful? 

IІ got iіn early. IІ can honestly say no-one 
was doiіng daiіly documentatiіon of a 
beach anywhere iіn the world when 
IІ started. Bloggiіng wasn’t around, so 
the concept of new content daiіly was 
totally new. Persiіstence – crazy, fanatiіcal 
persiіstence – helped too. My wiіfe thiіnks 
IІ’m nuts. You have to be fanatiіcal. You 
can’t jјust do iіt for one hour a week. 
IІ’m there every siіngle day. IІ don’t shoot 
weekends – everyone needs a liіttle biіt 
of a weekend. IІ go to the beach on the 
weekend. Every holiіday IІ go to the 
beach. IІt’s what IІ want and what IІ do. 

To see more and siіgn up for 

your daiіly Aquabumps blast, 

viіsiіt aquabumps.com.au
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